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ABSTRACT


Keywords: Speaking I, video, role play, speaking achievement

Speaking is the primary skill compared to other skill, because almost all speakers of a language can orally use the language to carry out their daily activities and to communicate all events and experiences they are involved in to other speakers. In English Department of Widya Mandala, there are four speaking series that should be taken by the students. In fact, many teachers in the English Department still use simple techniques of teaching speaking, in this case is role play. Many teachers use this way of teaching method because it is practical and its preparation doesn’t take so much time and effort. On contrast, teachers have to use some technique to attract the students and create a lively atmosphere in class by using video which can be interesting for the students. Arcario (1993) emphasizes the important features of video because of its extended context, interesting content, rich visual imagery, and often exaggerated actions and gestures of video (film) that provide students with multi-sensory input that is close to what they would find in real-life communication. This in turn will make the students be more productive in oral communication. For those reasons, the writer made an experiment study that has statement of the problem: “Is there any significant difference on the speaking achievement of English Department students who are taught by means of video and those who are taught by role play?”

In conducting the study, the writer compared video and role play technique based on communicative approach. Also, for the subject, she made use of students who take Speaking I, because the objective of Speaking I, based on 2006 Curriculum of the English Department, is that students are able to handle daily conversation. Then, there were experimental and control groups for treatments. Moreover, the writer used available mid-term test to equalize students’ speaking ability. Then, there was speaking test to test validity and reliability of the result.

After the data obtained were analyzed, the writer found out that there is no significant difference on the speaking achievement of students who are taught using the video and that those who are taught using role play technique. Some possible causes were: (1) The number of treatments, (2) The difficulty in finding relevant videos, (3) The test form, (4) Lack of practice, and (5) Learning factors to support speaking abilities.
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